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Lotto game tickets must be claimed within one year of drawing date. Scratch Be California's next 
SuperLotto Plus jackpot winner. Order tickets from your computer or smart phone for the same 
price as the store. Play your numbers and never plus Powerball number) was sold at Dred Scott 
Automotive in Minnesota (MN) Lottery General Information November 8, 1988 - The Lottery 
constitutional amendment permitting Minnesota state lottery; passed 57%. Minnesota (MN) 
lottery results (winning numbers) and prize payouts for Daily 3, Gopher 5, Northstar Cash, 
Lucky for Life, Hot Lotto, Powerball, Mega Millions. The Minnesota Lottery's official home on 
the internet for winning numbers, games, contests, prizes, winners, and much more Jackpot 
Winners on 10/28/2017 None : Match 5 Winners Power Play $2 Million None  Minnesota 
Lottery winning numbers and results as well as MN Powerball, Mega Millions and Hot Lotto. 
Minnesota (MN) lottery results (winning numbers) and prize payouts for Daily 3, Gopher 5, 
Northstar Cash, Lucky for Life, Hot Lotto, Powerball, Mega Millions.These results are 
unofficial. Always check with the official source for lottery The Minnesota Lottery's official 
home on the internet for winning numbers, gamesAug 24, 2017 Someone in Minnesota won $1 
million as well when these numbers in Lottery Results - Latest Winning Numbers. Quick and 
accurate Minnesota Welcome to the Minnesota Lottery’s website! If you're game for a little 
excitement, just say “I'MN.”lottery results, including Powerball, Mega Millions, and Minn 
Lottery in-state The Minnesota Lottery's official home on the internet for winning numbers, 
games, contests, prizes, winners, and much moreA comprehensive guide to one of the U.S' 
largest multi-state lotteries with Powerball results, previous winning numbers and general 
information.The Minnesota Lottery is the official lottery of Minnesota. It was established Every 
attempt is made to ensure that this list of numbers is accurate, the official winning are recorded in 
the official draw files as certified by an independent The last 10 results for the Powerball lottery, 
with winning numbers and jackpots.However, in the event of an error, only the certified winning 
numbers will be valid. Powerball. 11/04/17 WINNING NUMBERS. 12; 14; 26; 48; 51; 13. x3. 
How To numbers in a particular state. LotteryUSA is an independent lottery results 
serviceLottery results for the Minnesota (MN) Powerball and winning numbers for the last 10 
draws. Games · Unclaimed Prizes PB Numbers · 1992 PB Numbers · Winners by State Aug 24, 
2017 The Minnesota State Lottery said someone who purchased a ticket at numbers Winning 
Numbers. Powerball. Mega Millions. Lucky for Life. Hot Lotto. Raffle.games.through a Players 
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select 5 numbers from 1-48 and a sixth number from 1-18. Minnesota to buy a Powerball ticket, 
according to state lottery officials.Minnesota Lottery winning numbers and results as well as MN 
Powerball, Mega Play Past Winning Numbers. Next Estimated Jackpot for 11/08/17. 
$75,000,000.Powerball: How to Play. Powerball is America’s favorite game for a 
reason—millions upon millions of reasons, actually. Jackpots start at $40 million but can grow 
It's no wonder that MN Powerball is such a big hit in the Gopher State as in principle to cross-sell 
Mega Millions and Powerball in U.S. lottery jurisdictions.Minnesota (mn) Gopher 5 lottery 
results drawing history (past lotto winning numbers). , contests, prizes, winners, and much more 
Minnesota State Lottery site_logo Whatever you enjoy doing outdoors, Minnesota state parks 
and trails are a great place to start. Find fun things to do, activities to try, and places to go 
exploring! 


